
General Rules
No player can participate in more than one event, meaning each team will provide a total of five skaters and one

goalie.

Players must wear full protective equipment, including neck guards and mouth guards for all competitions. 

All decisions made by the on-ice skills coordinator are final.

Fastest Skater Relay Race
Each team will select three skaters to participate in the fastest skater relay race. 

Skaters will start at the centre ice line, and complete one full lap of the rink carrying a hockey stick.

As they complete one lap, players will hand off the stick to their next teammate, who will complete the next lap.

Skaters must complete the lap with the stick in their hand (no throwing the stick to the next skater). 

The team that completes their relay the fastest will be declared the winner.

Puck Handling Challenge
Each team will select one skater to participate.

Players will start at the goal line, and weave through pylons and obstacles.

If a player loses their puck, they must retrieve it and complete the obstacle where the puck is lost before moving

on to the next obstacle. 

The player that completes the course in the fastest time is declared the winner. 

Shootout Challenge
Each team will select one skater and one goalie to participate. 

The player that scores the most goals is awarded top shooter.

The goalie with the most saves is awarded top goalie

U9
Each skater gets three shootout/breakaway attempts on each goalie (nine total).  Do not shoot on own goalie

In the event of a goalie tie, the goalies will face four more shooters (two players selected randomly taking two

shootout attempts against each goalie).

In the event of a player tie, the players will receive three more shootout attempts (don’t shoot against your own

goalie).

If still tied after the three additional attempts, the skaters will continue with an additional shot in sudden death

until a winner is declared. 

U11
Each skater gets one shootout/breakaway attempt on each goalie (eleven total).  Do not shoot on your own goalie.

In the event of a goalie tie, the goalies will face six more shooters (each player taking one more shootout

attempt). The shooters will be chosen at random by the on-ice coordinator. 

In the event of a player tie, the players will receive three more shootout attempts. Goalies will be selected at

random. 

If still tied after three shots, the goalies will swap and the players will get three more shots. 

If still tied, two goalies will be selected at random.

If still tied, one goalie will be selected at random. 

If still tired, the shootout will continue sudden death until a winner is declared.
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